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"Exploration is the engine that drives innovation. Innovation drives
economic growth. So let's all go exploring." - Edith Widder

OUR FASCINATION WITH INNOVATION
Hello {FIRST_NAME|Friend},
In this digital age of endless technological advancement, we know that innovation is more
important than ever. That's why we are always working on ways to improve our products
and services. We want our clients to have the very best and most up-to-date products and
services available, which is why we're so excited to introduce new products and services.
Continue reading below to find out more about some of our most recent innovations.

EXPLORATION OF INNOVATION FOSTERS GROWTH
To continue to make leaps in innovation, we are constantly exploring new
technologies and how they can meet the needs of our clients to help foster success and
growth for both ourselves and the companies and organizations that we serve. When you
explore our products and services, you will discover the potential for growth for your
business or agency as well. We want our success to be your success!

CONTACT CERTEK

We are excited to introduce one of the most recent additions to the CERTEK product line:
our NEW iDIS System. This intelligent, multi-mode door interlock system can be used in
many applications for environmental and safety control, including labs and clean rooms,
darkrooms, x-ray and other treatment rooms, and more. The iDIS prevents more than one
door from opening at the same time, under normal conditions, and is electrically operated
using magnetic locks and magnetic door switches. The iDIS utilizes logic to work across
multiple groups of doors. To find out more, email us at info@CERTEK-usa.com or talk with
a CERTEK representative by calling +1-919-787-3989 or Visit Our Website.

Maintaining your laboratory or facility is now even easier with our NEW Filter
Change Out Service. Our trained professionals will remove and properly dispose of your old
filters via a third-party pick-up, transportation, and disposal. Then we will make sure
your new filters, which are included with the service, are properly installed.
For more
information about our other product lines and services, visit our Accessories and
Kits and Training and Support pages. Make sure to sign up for our newsletter by clicking
the link below to stay updated on new products, services, and upcoming events.

CLICK HERE TO SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION
ABOUT THE UPCOMING DEA EVENT

FORWARD THIS EMAIL TO A FRIEND OR COWORKER
For more information on any of our products click here to email us
OR
Call us at +1 (919) 787-3989 in the United States.
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